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Smart socket WiFi Gosund SP1 E/F- unischuko
Gosund SP1 is a smart socket with an EU plug. Through the application, we can control lighting or other household devices directly from
the application on our  smartphone.  Using the Smart  Life  app (Tuya app)  (for  free download on Android and iOS).  Once the product  is
connected to the local network and added to our app, we can control it from anywhere in the world where we have Internet access. The
device works with the latest systems: IFTTT, Amazon Alexa and Goggle Assistant.
 
Easy to use 
The Smart Life application is available in Polish, in addition to the standard device on/off switch-on/off, it also offers the creation of action
plans for individual devices, thanks to which it can automatically switch on/off connected devices at specific times. Gosund devices work
only in 2.4GHz WLAN networks. Thanks to the application you can plan the operation of the devices in your home (including lamps) so
that they simulate the presence of a resident, which can scare off a potential burglar.
 
Rugged construction
The Gosund SP1 plug is made of the highest quality materials. It is ROHS and CE certified, the housing is safe and fire resist 
 
Included
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SP1 plug
User manual in Polish
Manufacturer
Gosund
Model
SP1
Plug
European E/F- unischuko
Dimensions
12 x 9 x 9 cm
Voltage
230V
Power
0.40W
Maximum power
3680 W
Connectivity
WiFi (2.4 GHz)
Measurement accuracy
0.1 kWh
Application
TuyaSmart, Gosund
Compatibility
IFTTT, Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant
Additional features
Energy measurement + Timer function
Weight
130 g
Current max.
16A
Status indication
LED
Timer switch
Yes
Electricity consumption measurement
Yes

Price:

€ 9.90

Smart Home, Intelligent Home Control
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